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Abstract—In Crowdfunding platforms, people turn their prototype ideas into real products by raising money from the crowd, or
invest in someone else’s projects. In reward-based crowdfunding
platforms such as Kickstarter and Indiegogo, selecting accurate
reward delivery duration becomes crucial for creators, backers,
and platform providers to keep the trust between the creators and
the backers, and the trust between the platform providers and
users. According to Kickstarter, 35% backers did not receive
rewards on time. Unfortunately, little is known about on-time
and late reward delivery projects, and there is no prior work
to estimate reward delivery duration. To fill the gap, in this
paper, we (i) extract novel features that reveal latent difficulty
levels of project rewards; (ii) build predictive models to identify
whether a creator will deliver all rewards in a project on time
or not; and (iii) build a regression model to estimate accurate
reward delivery duration (i.e., how long it will take to produce
and deliver all the rewards). Experimental results show that our
models achieve good performance – 82.5% accuracy, 78.1 RMSE,
and 0.108 NRMSE at the first 5% of the longest reward delivery
duration.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Crowdfunding platforms have successfully connected millions of individual investors to creators, and helped creators to
bring their ideas into the reality. In recent years, a market size
of crowdfunding platforms has increased exponentially, reaching tens of billions of dollars. Among various types of crowdfunding platforms, reward-based crowdfunding platforms have
become popular, especially, Kickstarter has become the most
popular crowdfunding platform. According to Kickstarter1 ,
more than 2.5 billion dollars were pledged by approximately
12 million backers to more than 110k projects.
As shown in Figure 1, a project in reward-based crowdfunding platforms has two phases: (1) the fundraising phase
– when a creator raises money by promoting the project after
launching it; and (2) the reward delivery phase – when the
creator makes and ships products as the rewards if the project
was successful in terms of pledged money ≥ goal.
1 https://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats
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In the literature, researchers mostly focused on the fundraising phase, by analyzing dynamics of crowdfunding platforms
[1], understanding why people created projects or backed other
projects [2], studying how to make a project successful [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], predicting project success [8], [9], [10], [11],
and recommending creators to backers or vice versa [12],
[13]. However, researchers rarely paid attention to the reward
delivery phase.
According to Kickstarter2 , 35% backers did not receive
rewards on time. If creators send rewards to backers on time,
backers will be likely to invest in their upcoming projects [14].
Although the time already passed the fundraising phase, if
creators announce production and delivery delay with a new
estimated date as soon as possible, some backers will still
wait for receiving the rewards without losing much trust and
without much surprise. Some backers may request a refund to
creators without waiting until the estimated date (e.g., 1 year).
While on-time reward delivery becomes crucial for retaining
backers in the creators’ future projects, it is difficult for creators to estimate an accurate delivery date because of various
reasons. First, 90% creators created a project the first time,
so they don’t have much experience in accurately estimating
delivery date [6]. Second, some creators choose a delivery date
with their hunch without understanding the reward’s difficulty
level. Third, there may be other uncertainties like factory
issues and unexpected problems in their prototypes, requiring
more time.
Unfortunately, little is known about what factors influence
to on-time or late reward delivery projects, and there is no
prior work to estimate reward delivery duration. To fill the
gap, in this paper, we focus on answering following research
questions: Can we build a predictive model which can predict
whether a project will be an on-time delivery project or
not? Can we build a model which can estimate delivery
duration accurately? Completing these two tasks would be a
big challenge with only using observable online data available
in a crowdfunding platform.
To answer the research questions, first we defined four time
points TP1, TP2, TP3 and TP4, which are when a project is
launched, the middle of the fundraising phase, the end of the
fundraising phase, and the first 5% of the estimated longest
reward delivery duration, respectively as shown in Figure 1.
2 https://www.kickstarter.com/fulfillment
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Fig. 1. Project Timeline. In this study, we build our models at four time points (TP1, TP2, TP3 and TP4).

An ideal model is supposed to predict on-time or delay at TP1
and TP2 well so that the investors can decide whether they
are going to back the project or not. However, in practice,
it would be very difficult because of many uncertainties and
limited data. Therefore, building models at TP3 and TP4
are important and valuable as long as it can achieve high
accuracy because creators can announce their delay or reestimate reward delivery date at TP3 and TP4. In addition,
backers can request issuing refund at TP3 and TP4. According
to the refund policy of Kickstarter, it is possible for creators
to refund anytime, and backers can request a refund during
the reward delivery phase.
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• First, we proposed a clustering approach to group rewards by their latent difficulty levels, generating new
features. We also extracted distinguishing characteristics
of projects, creators and backers in on-time and late
reward delivery projects.
• Second, based on the analysis and extracted features, we
developed predictive models to classify on-time and late
reward delivery projects at TP1, TP2, TP3 and TP4.
• Finally, we proposed and developed a predictive model
to estimate delivery duration accurately at TP1, TP2, TP3
and TP4. To our knowledge, this is the first work to study
how to predict a project delivery status (on-time or late)
and estimate delivery duration.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we summarize prior research works related
to the analysis of projects and users, project success prediction
and recommendation on crowdfunding platforms.
Researchers analyzed crowdfunding platforms [15], [16].
For example, Kuppuswamy et al. [1] showed the dynamics of
Kickstarter donors. Mollick et al. [17] studied the dynamics
of crowdfunding and revealed that personal networks and
underlying project quality were related to the crowdfunding
success. Gerber et al. [2] analyzed why people created and/or
backed projects in crowdfunding platforms. Xu et al. [6], [7]
showed various factors to make a project successful in terms
of the fundraising. Joenssen and Müllerleile [18] analyzed 42k
Indiegogo projects, and discovered that scarcity management
was problematic and reduced the chances of projects to
successfully achieve the fundraising goal. Researchers [3], [4],

[5] studied the impact of social media and social communities
in raising fund. Joenssen et al. [19] showed that timing
and communication were two key factors to make projects
successful.
Etter et al. [9] examined 16k Kickstarter projects and proposed a model based on pledged money features, and project
and backer graph features to predict the success of the projects.
Greenberg et al. [10] extracted 13 features from each of 13,000
Kickstarter projects and developed classifiers to predict project
success. In [8], [6], the authors used different feature traits to
predict the success of projects. Li et al. [11] analyzed 18K
Kickstarter projects and built logistic and log-logistic based
models to predict the chance of successfully achieving goal.
Solomon et al. [20] discovered that early donation played an
important role in making the project successful. Mitra et al.
[21] proposed text features of project pages for the project
success prediction.
Other researchers studied building recommender systems
for creators and backers/investors. An et al. [12] analyzed
backers’ pledging behavior, and built a SVM classifier to
suggest potential backers to creators. In [22], the authors
used temporal, personal, geo-location and network traits to
recommend a set of potential backers to projects. Rakesh
et al. [13] examined a project status, personal preference
of individual investors and preference of investor groups.
Then, they proposed a probabilistic recommendation model
to recommend projects to a group of investors.
Recently, Kim et al. [23] interviewed crowdfunding participants and found various factors which influenced backers’
trust. They also conducted analysis for 4,089 delayed projects
to understand how 8 factors were related to delayed duration.
However, they did not study which project will pass estimated
delivery date, nor how long a reward delivery including
production will take.
While most of the previous research works focused on
the fundraising phase, we focus on the next phase – reward
delivery phase. Our work is also different from [23]. In particular, we analyze characteristics of on-time and late delivery
projects, and build a predictive model to predict whether
rewards in a project will be delivered on-time or not. In
addition, we build a regression model to recommend accurate
delivery duration to creators.
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Fig. 3. Category distributions of on-time and late reward delivery projects.

III. DATASET
This section presents our dataset with two types of groundtruth: (1) on-time or late reward delivery project and (2) actual
delivery duration.
Ground truth collection: We define an on-time reward delivery project and a late reward delivery project as follows:
• On-time reward delivery project: If all rewards in a
project were shipped by the longest estimated delivery date
(LEDD), it would be called an on-time reward delivery
project. Note that a project creator decides each reward’s
estimated delivery date when she creates her project page.
• Late reward delivery project: If a creator did not ship at
least one of rewards by the LEDD, the project would be
called a late reward delivery project.
We collected all project pages (i.e., 168,851 project pages)
from Kickstarter which were created between 2009 and
September 2014. Among the 168,851 projects, we extracted
successful projects, each of which had a project goal equal to
or greater than $100. 29,499 successful projects satisfied the
condition. In addition, we collected updates and comments
associated with the successful projects.
Labeling each project for delivery status and duration requires reading all the updates and comments. Instead of labeling all the successful projects, we sampled 10% of the 29,499
successful projects with keeping the same project distribution
over project categories, year and goal. Then, three labelers
independently labeled the 2,949 sampled projects based on
the following guideline:
• If a labeler could identify that all rewards in a project
were shipped by LEDD (based on updates and comments),
and there was no complaint regarding not receiving the
rewards, she would label the project as an on-time reward
delivery project.
• If there was at least one update from a creator after LEDD
regarding delayed shipping or a comment with a new
delivery date beyond LEDD, a labeler labeled the project
as a late reward delivery project.
We excluded projects if labelers were not able to verify
whether a project is an on-time reward delivery project or not
based on the labeling guideline. Finally, 2,198 projects were
labeled by them, and consisted of 1,003 on-time and 1,195
late reward delivery projects.

Next, we were interested in collecting true/actual delivery
duration as the ground truth (i.e., how long it took to deliver
all the rewards since the end of the fundraising phase). Out of
2,198 projects, the creators of 1,598 projects posted updates
with information when they shipped all the rewards, as shown
in Figure 2. Based on the information, true/actual delivery
duration of the 1,598 projects was calculated.
Categorical distribution: Figure 3 shows the categorical
distributions of on-time and late reward delivery projects.
There was a higher probability of on-time reward delivery in
dance and theater-related projects because the rewards in those
categories were often live performance, show cases or dancing
tutor classes, and were served at once for all backers. In contrast, the rewards in other categories like games, technology,
film were real products (e.g., a game, book, movie), requiring
more time to produce and deliver to backers.
IV. C LUSTERING R EWARDS BY THE L ATENT DIFFICULTY
L EVEL
In this section, we propose a novel approach to measure a
reward’s difficulty level and a project’s overall difficulty level
toward extracting features, which will be a part of our final
feature set for building models in the following sections. Our
hypothesis is that true delivery duration for a reward depends
on its difficulty level, and reward description may reveal the
difficulty level. It makes sense that developing a game as a
reward requires more time and effort than producing a t-shirt.
In this section, we study how to measure the difficulty level
of each reward and represent how hard a project is in terms
of producing and delivering its rewards.
Clustering approach to get new features: We group rewards
into the same cluster if their descriptions contain semantically
similar meaning. Intuitively, if two reward descriptions are
semantically similar, they may have similar difficulty level and
thus require a similar amount of time to produce and deliver.
Our approach consists of six steps as follows:
• Step 1: 1,273,617 rewards were extracted from 149,189
Kickstarter projects, and their reward descriptions were
preprocessed by removing stop words and punctuation.
• Step 2: Using 1,273,617 reward descriptions, we built
Glove model [24], in which each word is represented by
a vector. In our implementation, we set up vector size=50,
maximum number of iterations=20, window size=15, and
vocabulary minimum count=5.

Step 3: From Step 2, all words in the 1,273,617 reward descriptions were represented by Glove vectors. We
grouped the words into K1 clusters by running k-means
clustering algorithm. To choose the optimal K1, we varied
K1 from 1 to 100 and selected the value that minimized
BIC value as follows:
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Then, given a probability of each semantic reward cluster
ci as the major semantic cluster|
), we
P (ci ) (= |projects having
total number of projects
calculated the conditional probability of the project pk to be
an on-time delivery project using Bayes theorem as follows:
P (1A (pk ) = 1|ci = M (pk )) =

P (ci =M (pk )|1A (pk )=1)∗P (1A (pk )=1)
P (ci =M (pk ))

where P (ci = M (pk )) is P(pk ’s major semantic cluster).
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where vi , ck is the representative vector of the word i
in cluster k and the center of cluster k, respectively,
dist(vi , ck ) is the Euclidean distance of two vectors vi
and ck , n is the number of rewards (e.g. n = 1, 273, 617),
m is the number of dimensions of the word vector, and
K1 is the number of clusters. Finally, the optimal K1 was
67. So at step 3, we clustered words into 67 groups.
• Step 4: From the sampled and labeled 2,198 projects, we
extracted 19,266 reward descriptions.
• Step 5: We represented each of 19,266 reward descriptions to a vector with 67 dimensions, each of which is
mapped with a word cluster in Step 3. In particular, we
counted how many words in each cluster occurred in the
reward description, and used the count as a value of the
dimension mapped to the cluster.
• Step 6: Each of 19,266 rewards/reward descriptions was
represented by a vector in 67 dimensions. Then, we
clustered the rewards into 14 groups. Like Step 3, we did
the same process finding the optimal number of clusters.
We call the 14 groups as 14 semantic reward clusters.
By doing the six steps, we got 14 semantic reward clusters.
Then, we generated 14 feature values for each of 2,198
projects as follows: given a project pk , rewards in pk and
corresponding number of backers to each reward, we summed
up the number of backers of each reward that belongs to
ith semantic cluster ci , and used it as a feature value. We
considered both a difficulty level of each reward and the
corresponding number of backers because more backers mean
the creator has to produce more number of outcomes. Finally,
the project pk was represented by a vector in 14 dimensions.
Quality of the clusters: To prove that each semantic reward
cluster has a distinguishing difficulty level, first we identified
each project pk ’s major semantic cluster M (pk ), a cluster (i.e.,
one of the 14 clusters) to which the large number of rewards
in pk belongs. Then, given a set of on-time delivery projects
A, we defined an indicator function 1A of the project pk as
follows:
(
1 if pk ∈ A
1A (pk ) =
0, if pk ∈
/A
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Fig. 4. 14 semantic reward clusters with their on-time delivery conditional
probabilities in the descending order of difficulty levels.
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Figure 4 presents the conditional probability of P (1A (pk ) =
1|ci = M (pk )) in each semantic reward cluster by descending
order of difficulty level. Each cluster had a different probability. Semantic reward cluster 6 had the lowest probability,
indicating that rewards in this group had a higher difficulty
level than other groups (e.g. hard level). In contrast, semantic
reward cluster 2 had the highest probability, showing that the
rewards in this cluster were easier in terms of producing and
shipping (e.g. easy level). Semantic reward cluster 1 had a
middle probability (e.g. medium level). We next plotted the
word clouds of those three clusters to understand what kind
of rewards were included in the three clusters. In Figure 5,
we observed that the rewards in easy level (cluster 2) mostly
contained keywords like “thank, credit, shirt, sign, websit”
which can be delivered quickly. Rewards in the medium level
(cluster 1) contained keywords like “print, book, sign, copi”,
related to publishing category. Rewards in the hard level
(cluster 6) contained keywords like “film, vip, video, game”,
related to the film and game category. As shown in Figure 3,
it makes sense that film, games were those categories with the
highest late delivery rate, whereas publishing category had a
lower late delivery rate. In the following section, we show that
adding semantic cluster features improved our prediction rate.
V. F EATURE SETS
Toward identifying on-time and late reward delivery projects
as well as estimating reward delivery duration for the projects,
we extracted the following features and used in the following
sections:
• Project-based features: We extracted 16 project-related
features: |images|, |faqs|, goal, project category,
|rewards|, |reward sentences|, |bio description sentence|,
fund raising duration, the longest reward delivery
duration, SMOG score [25] of project description,
SMOG score of reward description, SMOG score of bio
description, |backers|, |project’s comments|, |project’s
updates|, and semantic reward clustering feature.

TABLE I
F EATURES THAT WERE NEWLY EXTRACTED AT EACH TIME OR PHASE .
At the launching time
Project based features: |images|, |faqs|, goal, project category,
|rewards|, |reward sentences|, |bio description sentence|, fund
raising duration, the longest reward delivery duration, SMOG
score of project, reward and bio description, and semantic
reward clustering features.
During the fundraising phase
Project based features: |backers|, |project’s comments|,
|project’s updates|.
Creator’s activeness features: |creator’s comments|, |creator’s
updates|.
Temporal features: |comments| in each of 20 time slots.
At the first 5% of the longest reward delivery duration
Creator’s activeness features: |creator’s comments|, |creator’s
updates|, average update time interval, and average response
time between a backer’s question and a reply from the creator.
Backer’s activeness features : |backers’ comments|, |backers
who posted comments|, |backers’ questions|.
Linguistic features: LIWC feature extracted from updates (12
scores), LIWC feature extracted from comments (5 scores).

•

Creator activeness features: We extracted 4 features related to the creator’s activeness: |creator’s comments|,
|creator’s updates|, average update time interval, and
average response time between a backer’s question and a
reply from the creator.
Backer’s activeness features: Backers can post comments
and ask for the project progress. We extracted 3 features
related to the backer’s activeness: |backers’ comments|,
|backers who posted comments|, |backers’ questions|.
Temporal features: We converted each projects fundraising duration into 20 states (time slots), since projects
have various fundraising periods (e.g., 30 days, 60 days).
In each state/time slot, we measured the number of
comments posted by creators and backers.
Linguistic usage of creators and backers: We used Linguistic Inquire and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary [26]
to discover distinguished linguistic usage patterns of
creators (through their updates). To compute the linguistic usage score of creators in on-time reward delivery
projects and creators in late reward delivery projects over
64 LIWC categories, we performed the same process
which was mentioned in [27], [28]. We applied twosample t-test and assigned α as 0.00078 (=0.05/64) to
select only the LIWC categories in which we observed a
significant difference between two distributions. Finally,
we found 12 LIWC categories in which creators in ontime and late reward delivery projects had a significant
linguistic-usage difference. Via the same process, we
measured the different linguistic usage of backers by
their comments. We found 5 LIWC categories in which
backers in on-time and late reward delivery projects had
a significant linguistic-usage difference.

A. Experimental Setting
As shown in Figure 1, we conducted experiments at the
four time points, depending on what information available at
each time point: (1) TP1: when a project is launched; (2)
TP2: in the middle of the fundraising phase; (3) TP3: in the
end of the fundraising phase; and (4) TP4; at the first 5% of
the longest reward delivery duration (to see whether building
classifiers in 5% delivery duration improve the classification
performance compared with TP1, TP2 and TP3). At each time
point, we extracted available features and conducted 10-fold
cross-validation. Table I presents our proposed features. We
added previously available features to following time points.
At each time point, we did feature selection by removing
linearly related features and unimportant features. Particularly,
to remove linearly related features, we measured the variance
inflation factor (VIF) of each feature. VIF value of a feature
i is computed as follows:

VI. I DENTIFYING O N - TIME AND L ATE R EWARD
D ELIVERY P ROJECTS

1
1 − Ri2
2
where Ri is the coefficient of multiple determination obtained
by doing regression of the feature i as response to the
remaining features. A VIF value is in a range of [0, ∞). If
a feature i’s VIF value is 1, it means there is no correlation
between the feature and the other features. But, if its VIF value
is equal to 10 or greater, it means there exists multicollinearity.
Removing the multicollinearity follows three steps: Step 1:
VIF values of all n features are computed; Step 2: If some
features have VIF score≥10, we remove the feature with the
largest VIF value and recompute VIF values of n-1 remaining
features; Step 3: If all VIF values of n-1 features are less than
10, we stop this process. Otherwise, we repeat step 2.
To remove unimportant features, we used Boruta algorithm [29]. Boruta exploited a Random Forest classification
algorithm to measure feature importance score (e.g z-score).
For each feature, Boruta produces some statistical scores
(e.g. mean, max, min, median of z-score), and one of three
statuses: confirmed, tentative or rejected. Confirmed features
are important features while rejected features are unimportant
features. Tentative features are those with insured importance.
We kept only confirmed features in our models.
Table II shows top 10 features at each of the four time
points. Project category, goal and the longest reward delivery
date were in top 10 features at all the time points. Semantic
reward cluster features were in top 10 features at TP1, and
also important features at the other times points but not in top
10 features. Temporal features were in top 10 features at TP2
and TP3, whereas creator and backer’s activity features were
in top 10 features at TP4.
Even though there is no prior work directly related to reward
delivery status prediction, we implemented two baselines to
compare with our approach:

In this section, we build predictive models to classify
whether a project is an on-time delivery project or not and
evaluate their performance against baselines.

• baseline 1: It is the majority class selection approach
by blindly predicting all projects as late reward delivery
projects (54.36%).

•

•

•

V IFi =

TABLE II
T OP 10 FEATURES AT TP1, TP2, TP3 AND TP4
Launching time (TP1)
Features

Middle of fundraising (TP2)
z-score

project category
goal
longest reward delivery duration
smog score of project’s description
semantic reward cluster 9th
semantic reward cluster 2nd
|images|
|Faqs|
semantic reward cluster 12th
semantic reward cluster 7th

24.11
18.63
13.40
9.71
7.26
6.67
5.90
4.97
4.89
4.45

Features

End of fundraising (TP3)
z-score

project category
goal
longest reward delivery duration
|temporal Comment at slot 1st |
|temporal Comment at slot 8th |
|temporal Comment at slot 9th |
|temporal Comment at slot 2nd |
|temporal Comment at slot 7th |
|temporal Comment at slot 4th |
smog score of project’s description

22.93
15.24
10.99
8.52
8.38
8.29
7.94
7.74
7.73
7.67

TABLE III
P REDICTION RESULTS FOR ON - TIME AND LATE DELIVERY PROJECTS . T HE
IMPROVEMENT OF XGB OOST MODEL OVER THE BASELINES WAS
SIGNIFICANT WITH P - VALUE < 0.001 USING THE W ILCOXON
DIRECTIONAL TEST.
Approach

Accuracy at four time points
TP1
TP2
TP3
TP4

Baseline 1
Baseline 2 [23]

54.36%
62.65%

54.36%
62.65%

54.36%
63.10%

54.36%
63.10%

Our Model

65.8%

66.4%

71.4%

82.5%

• baseline 2: Kim et al. [23] measured the number of delayed
days by 8 features: # of rewards, goal, project duration, # of
backers, percent raised, # of backed projects, # of created
projects, and project type. We built XGBoost model with
the 8 features as a baseline. Note that # of backers and
percent raised would be available only at TP3 and TP4.
To build our predictive model, we built a XGBoost model
based on all the features that we listed in Table I. We also tried
Naive Bayes, SVM and Random Forest based classifiers, but
XGBoost classifiers achieved the best results with our features.
B. Experiment Results
Table III shows experimental results of the two baselines
and our predictive model. Our XGBoost classifier achieved
65.8%, 66.4%, 71.4% and 82.5% accuracy at TP1, TP2, TP3,
and TP4, respectively. It outperformed the baselines at all the
time points, especially, significantly improving the accuracy by
13∼31% at TP3 and TP4 against the best baseline (p-value
< 0.001). The experimental results revealed that achieving
high prediction rates at TP1 and TP2 were very difficult
with only using limited observable online data available in
Kickstarter because of other factors (e.g., factory issues and
unexpected problems) even though our model was better than
the baselines. However, in the bright side, our model achieved
82.5% accuracy at TP4, so that it can notify to a project
creator, backers and the platform provider whether the rewards
delivery will be delayed or not. The creator can announce this
news and let backers know in advance (only passing the first
5% of the longest delivery duration), or the backers can request
a refund if they don’t want to wait for longer time period.
Next, we analyze which feature group had more distinguishing power between on-time and late delivery projects. In this
study, we focus on TP4 containing all the features. In each
time, we excluded one of the four feature groups: creator’s
activeness, backer’s activeness, linguistic and semantic reward

Features

First 5% of reward delivery duration (TP4)
z-score

|updates|
project category
goal
|creator’s comments|
longest reward delivery duration
|temporal Comment at slot 18th |
|temporal Comment at slot 19th |
|temporal Comment at slot 17th |
|temporal Comment at slot 14th |
|temporal Comment at slot 16th |

22.47
17.47
12.76
11.70
10.23
7.65
7.43
7.08
6.92
6.88

Features

z-score

|creator’s updates| (at TP4)
|creator’s comments| (at TP4)
project category
longest reward delivery duration
|backer’s comments| (at TP4)
|project’s comments|
average update time interval
goal
|creator’s comment| (at TP3)
|temporal comment at slot 18th |

35.73
18.19
14.80
13.60
13.16
12.69
12.07
10.76
8.16
6.53

TABLE IV
F EATURE ANALYSIS TO UNDERSTAND WHICH FEATURE GROUP DEGRADES
OUR MODEL’ S PERFORMANCE . T HE ACCURACY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
OUR MODEL ( USING ALL THE FEATURES ) AND THE REST MODELS ARE
SIGNIFICANT WITH P - VALUE<0.01 USING TWO - SAMPLE T- TEST.
Model
All
All
All
All
All

-

linguistic features
semantic clustering features
backer’s activeness
creator’s activeness

Accuracy
82.5%
80.8%
80.5%
80.1%
72.5%

cluster features presented in Table I. Then we built a XGBoost
classifier based on the remaining features.
Table IV presents experimental results. Removing linguistic
features, semantic reward cluster features, backer’s activeness
features and creator’s activeness features reduced the accuracy
by 1.7%, 2%, 2.4%, and 10%, respectively. Overall, creator’s
activeness features were the most important feature group,
even though the other feature groups were also important.
In summary, the experimental results confirmed that our
proposed approach was significantly better than the baselines,
especially achieving 82.5% accuracy at TP4.
VII. P REDICTING R EWARDS D ELIVERY D URATION
The previous experimental results motivated us to study how
to estimate a project’s longest reward delivery duration. What
if we can estimate delivery duration accurately at TP1, TP2,
TP3 and TP4 in an automated way, it will help the creator
to decide better longest reward delivery duration at TP1 or
re-estimate it at TP2, TP3 or TP4. In backers’ perspective,
some backers may be willing to wait longer as long as the
project creator notify re-estimated delivery duration in advance
(say, TP4) [23]. Therefore, in this section, we build our
regression model to estimate delivery duration (in days), and
then evaluate its performance compared with 1,598 projects’
ground truth described in the Dataset Section.
A. Experimental Setting
In this study, we used the features presented in Table I and
applied stepAIC algorithm to choose important features. Then
we conducted 10-fold cross-validation for our experiment.
Evaluation Metrics: To evaluate each model’s performance,
we used Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and normalized
root mean squared error (NRMSE) with regard to the range
and the mean of the ground truth data. Lower RMSE and
NRMSE values indicate a better model. In the literature,

TABLE V
P REDICTION RESULTS ESTIMATING DELIVERY DURATION AT FOUR TIME POINTS . T HE IMPROVEMENT OF OUR MODEL OVER THE BASELINE WAS
SIGNIFICANT WITH P - VALUE < 0.001 USING THE W ILCOXON DIRECTIONAL TEST.

Algorithm

TP1

RMSE (days)
TP2
TP3

TP4

TP1

TP1

NRMSE@B
TP2
TP3

TP4

180.0

180.0

173.0

173.0

0.248

0.248

0.239

0.239

0.451

0.451

0.434

0.434

Our models:
semantic reward cluster features
other features
All features

106.8
106.1
100.7

106.8
106.1
100.4

106.8
105.6
94.1

106.8
93.2
78.1

0.148
0.146
0.139

0.148
0.146
0.138

0.148
0.145
0.130

0.148
0.128
0.108

0.268
0.266
0.252

0.268
0.266
0.252

0.268
0.265
0.236

0.268
0.234
0.196

NRMSE@A =

RM SE
max(y)−min(y) ; NRMSE@B

=

RM SE
ȳ

where max(y), min(y) and ȳ are the maximum, the minimum
and the mean of the ground truth values, respectively.
Data Transformation: Given a project i, we denote h(x(i) )
as the estimated number of days the creator needs to deliver
all promised rewards, yi as the ground truth of the project
(e.g. the actual/true number of days that the creator needed to
deliver all promised rewards), and x(i) as the feature vector.
Before building our regression model, we performed 2-step
data transformation as follows:

•

TP4

Baseline [23]

researchers used two versions of NRMSEs, so we also used
both of them as evaluation metrics:

•

NRMSE@A
TP2
TP3

Transformation on feature values x(i) : all feature values
in feature vector x(i) of a project i were log transformed.
In particular, we used x(i) = log(1 + x(i) ) instead of
using the original feature values.
Transformation on ground truth yi : we used box-cox
transformation [30] to transform yi as follows:
( λ
yi −1
if λ 6= 0
(i)
λ ,
ynew =
log(yi ), if λ = 0

To choose the best
Pn value of λ, we fit a multiple linear
regression h(x) = i=0 (θi xi + i ) = θT x + . We assumed
all the errors  are independent and  ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). After doing
transformation, the log-likelihood L of the model, with regard
to the value of λ, is calculated as below:
X
2 
m 
ynew − hθ (x(i) )
n
Pm
L = − log
2
exp( n1 i=1 log(yi ))λ
i=1
We varied the value of λ in the grid [-1, 1] and selected
λ = 0.11 since it maximized the log-likelihood L. However, if
we transform ynew = y λ , the magnitude of the sum of squared
error (SSE) will be changed. In other words, the value of SSE
will depend on λ. To overcome this issue, we normalized ynew
by the geometric mean of all raw values yi as below:
ynew =

(yiλ − 1)
Qn
√ λ−1
λ i=1 ( n yi )

Our Model: To predict how many days the creator of a project
i needs to fully deliver all the promised rewards, we built
a multiple linear regression model based on the features in
Table I except the longest reward delivery duration feature.

Let x be the feature vector (x0 = 1), m be |projects|, θ be
the coefficient vector of the feature vector (except that θ0 is
the intercept), and i be the error term which follows normal
distribution. We used the squared loss and introduced elastic
net regularization to find the optimal values of the coefficient
vector θ by minimizing the following loss function:
m
n
1X X
(
θij xij − yi )2 + λ1 ||θ||1 + λ2 ||θ||22 (2)
θ
2 i=1 j=1
Here, λ1 and λ2 were used to control the regularization effect.
Baseline: Kim et al. [23] proposed 8 features and built a
simple multiple linear regression to measure the number of
delayed days (e.g. the difference in days between estimated
reward delivery date and real reward delivery date).
B. Experiment Results
Table V shows experimental results of all the methods at
TP1, TP2, TP3, and TP4. We implemented 3 models with
different feature sets: (i) semantic reward cluster features;
(ii) other features: all features presented in Table I except
semantic reward cluster features and longest reward delivery
duration feature; and (iii) all features: combining (i) and (ii).
All of our models outperformed the baseline. Interestingly, the
semantic reward cluster features model achieved almost same
result with the other features model at TP1, TP2 and TP3. It
indicates that the semantic reward cluster features were helpful
in estimating the reward delivery duration. Adding available
features at TP4 (e.g. creator’s activeness features + backer’s
activeness features + linguistic features) reduced 12% error of
the other features model. The all features model gained the
best result with lowest RMSE=100.7, NRMSE@A=0.139, and
NRMSE@B=0.252 at TP1, significantly reduced 44% error
compare to the baseline. It also significantly reduced RMSE,
NRMSE@A and NRMSE@B by minimum 45% and 55% at
TP3 and TP4, respectively compared with the baseline. Comparing with NRMSE@A of another model in another domain
[31], our model performed well, indicating the effectiveness
of our regression model. We also tried SVM, Neural Network
and Random Forest based on our features to build regression
models. But, the multiple linear regression with the elastic net
regularization got the best result.
In this context, RMSE=78.1 means the average difference
between our estimated delivery duration and the ground truth
(i.e., actual delivery duration) is 78.1 days. In a real-world
scenario, project creators at TP1 can use our model to estimate

minL =

delivery duration. Then, they can add 101 days to the estimated
delivery duration as a buffer to make sure they can get enough
delivery duration. Similarly, creators at TP4 can get estimated
delivery duration from our model, and add 78 days as a buffer
to the estimated delivery duration. The final delivery duration
will be safe/enough delivery duration to deliver reward within
the longest delivery duration.
We further investigated to understand whether there is any
significant difference between the most correctly predicted
projects and the most incorrectly predicted projects. In particular, we extracted top 10 correctly predicted projects and top 10
incorrectly predicted projects. Then we conducted Wilcoxon
test which showed that top 10 correctly predicted projects
provided a larger number of projects and contained a larger
number of sentences in their reward descriptions compared
with top 10 incorrectly predicted projects.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed Kickstarter projects, and behavior
of creators and backers to find distinguishing patterns between
on-time and late reward delivery projects. Then, we proposed a
clustering approach to group rewards by their latent difficulty
levels. Based on the analysis and study, we extracted various
features toward building predictive models for a reward delivery status (i.e., on-time or late) and delivery duration. Our
experimental results show that our predictive model outperformed two baselines, achieving 71.4% and 82.5% accuracy
at TP3 and TP4, respectively and improving the accuracy by
13∼31%. In real-world use cases, the predictive model will
help project creators to know whether their rewards will be
delivered most likely on-time or late. They can announce this
news in advance, only passing the first 5% of the longest
reward delivery duration with 82.5% accuracy. Backers can
decide whether they are going to wait further or request a
refund at that point without worrying about the worst case
(e.g., hearing the delay 1 year later).
Our regression model to estimate delivery duration also
outperformed the baseline, achieving 0.130 and 0.108
NRMSE@A at TP3 and TP4, respectively, and reducing
NRMSE@A by 45∼55%. Project creators can make better
delivery duration estimation by using our regression model.
Backers can also know when rewards will be most likely
delivered. Platform providers can provide these predictive and
regression models as a tool to help creators and backers. Therefore, our research will improve the trustworthiness among
creators, backers and platform providers. Since it is the first
work to predict reward delivery status and delivery duration in
reward-based crowdfunding platforms, it opens the door of a
new research problem to the research community, and provides
our models as new baselines. In addition, researchers may
come up with other research problems in the reward delivery
phase.
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